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October 30, 2021
Opened 9:15 with the Service prayer
We went around the room and introduced ourselves.
Those in attendance throughout the day.
In person: Sharon S , Scott M, Brad S, Susan M, Greg V, Scott K, Lucy O, Lee P
Zoom: Linsey P, Shane C, Russ D, Becky M, Craig G, Debra C, Jackie G, Caitlin F, Steve P, Troy S, Holly P,
BJ, Arney K, Mikey P, Michael B, Jennette F, Jimbo, Adam H, Dez G, Vince B

Regional reports (audio located in 2021 minutes folder on website: https://szfna.org/2021-minutes)
Kentuckiania
Our RD had personal medical concerns, but is hoping to attend virtually later this weekend.
Our Region is the host region and we welcome all of you to Kentucky.
Our regional meetings are still virtual. The areas are choosing to be virtual, hybrid, or beginning to meet
in person. My area is hybrid. Home groups are doing the same. We are still in a Covid-sensitive time. We
hope to continue to get back to where we were and in person when possible.
We’re still working with Bluegrass Appalachian Region, who is a crucial part of this weekend’s virtual
events.
*Our region had only positive remarks about a position of Alternate Delegate for SZF. We did not vote
on this question.
*Our region had only positive remarks about nominations for world board. We did not vote on this
question.
Our region will be asking about other regions’ rotation decisions for this WSC cycle. Our region has had
some concerns about it, but Jackie G. and Mike P. Are working together in unity and have no conflict.
We will follow our region’s conscience. What are other regions doing?
We will be donating coffee mugs to the weekend, and 100% of donations will go to the zone to offset
the cost of our meeting rooms at the hotel. We were over budget and hopefully, with donations, we will
bring the net cost back into budget.
We will discuss the budget for meeting rooms in our business meeting Sunday.
In Loving Service,
Jackie G., AD, Kentuckiana Region
(270) 465-1753
crazycanoe1@gmail.com

Lone Star
Hello Family
The Lone Star Region is doing well, we have 8 areas in our Region. Weare still holding RSC hybrid. Russ
and I are coordinating a regional assembly hybrid, compiling a list of workshops that will include
Fellowship Development with Lee P as the presenter, how to retain members in service also Selfsupporting during a Pandemic. It will be held September 25th,2021 at New Beginning group in Tyler.
We have 93 groups within our Region, Dallas Area does not have an RCM currently they are still some
groups that are meeting hybrid. Regional H&I is carrying meetings in 1 facility 5 times a week, the
women are taking meetings back into the prisons for a few months all other facilities are still closed.
They are still sending literature into the facilities. Out of 8 areas 2 area are meeting virtually, 1 hybrid

and, all other areas in person. The Lone Star Region Convention will be taking place this coming
weekend September 2nd – 5th, 2021 www.lsrna.com.
In Loving Service
Jennette F RD Lone Star
Russ D RDA Lone Star
817-374-9979
903-556-4092
jdmort09@gmail.com
rdean110294@gmail.com

Louisiana
Hello Southern Zonal Forum! We are doing ok, and our H&I Meeting’s are slowly coming back face to
face. Almost all of our recovery meetings are face to face and some are hybrid. Our last regional meeting
was this month on the 2nd and 3rd. It was held in Lafayette LA. And was Hybrid on Saturday. All nine (9)
Area’s were present. Our Regional Secretary position is vacant, and we hope to fill it at the next RSC
being held in New Orleans next January.
We submitted a donation to Southern Zonal Forum which the Zonal Treasurer has in her possession. We
are having difficulty securing a Area that can host next year’s Regional Convention due to the past
couple hurricane’s.
Grateful for the opportunity to serve,
Lee P.
Louisiana Regional Delegate

Mississippi
Our RSC met last weekend at the regional convention. The regional convention went well and
we will have another in two years. Mississippi had vacancies in the vice chair, RD, H&I, PR, and Web
Servant positions. Web Servant and H&I were filled and there are two prospects for RD. The new Web
Servant is familiar with the design of the Mississippi RSC website and will be able to keep it updated. The
RSC will meet again in December. Most of Mississippi’s meeting are meeting in person, but we have had
reports of some meetings dissolving or not having enough people to chair.
In Loving Service,
Holly P, AD
(662)578-1809

Red River
Good morning,
I am glad to be part of the SZF.
Most of the groups in our area are meeting live and on Zoom.
Activities in our area:
•
Key to Life Group Anniversary party- October 23rd
•
Primary Purpose Halloween party- October 30th
•
Refinishing Group Anniversary party- November 3rd
•
Full Circle Thanksgiving Dinner- November 24th

•
Full Circle Group will be hosting the New Years Eve party for the Region.
We will be making a $500 donation to the Southern Zonal Forum by mail.
Sincerely, Arney

Show Me
Greeting from Show Me Region. Show Me Region last met the weekend of October 9-10th 2021. We
barely had quorum with 9 of 17 regions represented. We did decide that we support moving forward
the position of the Alternate Zonal Delegate. We did not discuss funding for the position or whether that
position would attend the WSC with the Zonal Delegate. We continue to support Mindy A.W. for World
Board although nomination have been postponed until 2023.We are in better shape financially and have
a $200.00 contribution for the Zone today.
ILS
Scott M RD. Show Me Region
816-517-3770
d.scott.martin@gmail.com

Tejas Bluebonnet– Verbal Report by Stephen P, written report not received
Volunteer
Greetings from the Volunteer Region,
Due to being on a quarterly schedule. The Volunteer Region last met in August. Our next meeting will be
November 28th following the 39th Regional convention which will be held in Memphis TN November
25-28th. The RSC meeting will be a hybrid meeting,
The PR subcommittee has been in contact with the TN Narcotics Officers Associations who will be
holding a conference in Chattanooga TN in November. We feel this will be an excellent opportunity to
get the NA name out to professionals in the community as a resource for the treatment of drug
addiction in our region.
Throughout the Regional, Area and Group level, we are in need of trusted servants to fill open positions.
We are currently at risk of having one of our Areas dissolve due to the lack of participation. On an
awesome note. we had one of the groups in our region celebrate 35 years of continually carrying the
message of recovery. There were several historic items of literature and memorabilia given away to
members. The group has also started an “adopt a rack” program for groups to purchase NA racks and
stock with IP’s as well as meeting schedules to be placed in an agreed upon sites for public awareness.
ILS,
Greg V and Vince B
Bluegrass-Appalachian – Verbal report by Caitlin F, written report not received
Arkansas – Absent

Went around the room for others to share and regional concerns
(audio located in 2021 minutes folder: https://szfna.org/2021-minutes/)

•

Jackie – How are regions deciding on WB recommendation to extend term limits for RD teams?
Scott M – decided to extend terms just for this cycle and not change guidelines yet.
Steve P – RD/RDA have discussed. He doesn’t think his region would want to ignore policy on a
one-time basis
Shane C – He’s been listening to other places outside the zone. Some are extending the term for
1 year for everyone in executive positions. Since this is a mini conference, how is that going to
work between Kentuckiana and Bluegrass in regards to who is the delegate for the conference?

•

Shane – new discussion – Concerns about how all this COVID stuff changed this meeting in a few
days.
Comments: The next meeting is in Atlanta. They will set the safety guidelines. Lucy will take tech
stuff.
The planning group will be responsible for this meeting.

•

Question about calendar on SZF website. Anyone can fill out the form on szfna.org to add an
event to the calendar. Click Events, Add to calendar. Comment from a couple of folks: As far as
putting meetings on website – I’d be hesitant to put other meetings.

•

Shane – new discussion – About US Zones group. Shane wanted to know our thoughts about us
combining / merging zones when someone asks us to do this.
o Comments: Why would they do this? Reply: Eastern people like the idee of combining
people resources, sharing events, sharing costs, etc.
o Doesn’t like the idea of being forced into combining with other zones. Collaborative
events is great, but not join into one zone
o I had the impression the board wants the WSC to be made up for zones for years. Who’s
driving us in this direction. Obviously, this is someone pushing out the idea. World
Board? Conference? Seems like a ‘This is the direction we’re moving in’ idea. In thinking
about zonal role as PR rep, I love interactions with other zones, but if my focus becomes
more on participating with other zones, how much focus would be on regions within our
zone? The more we try to do in one huge body, the less we are doing in our local zonal
body.
o Question from Shane. Why would it get watered down? Reply” This has been ongoing. I
hate “this is the direction we’re going in” ideas. Who they hell decided this is the
direction we’re going in? if we keep saying ‘this is the direction we’re going in’ then
folks will be hearing this in their reports and repeating back to regions. I’m not a fan of
being driven a specific direction, especially group think.
o Understand the financial impact could be an asset but also not, it would be further for
the delegates to travel so more cost. Plus, it reduces the opportunities for members to
serve

o

o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o
o
o

To those who are wondering what we’re talking about. 2014 was my first WSC. Yes,
there can be some political things going on. We are a WORLD WIDE fellowship. When
we make service decisions at a conference, we make best decisions for the whole. When
you look at who votes, its skewed because it is mostly the US. If we are to all be equally
represented, how do we do that? How do emerging regions get and maintain the same
voice? I like my region, like my zone, but maintain an open mind.
Sounds like we’re trying to make the decision for a lot of people.
Shane – what would change about the delegation stream?
Referring to the US zonal meetings - We’re having the discussion about something not
decided on yet. We have people saying ‘slow this down.’ It’s not the direction we’re
going in. It’s been pushed in by a group of people. It came out of strategic plan from
NAWS. Let’s get this resolved before figuring out how to combine our zones.
Question: Who is going to ask us to join them? Reply from Shane - Northeast,
Autonomy, Southeast, and likely Midwest are having separate discussions about
possibly joining with other zones. Nobody has made any official invitations yet. So
nobody is specifically going to ask the SZF to join them at this point in time. But all 4 of
those zones are discussing possibilities.
Bigger is not always better. Focusing on what we have now is what we need to do.
Let’s go back to tradition 9. European Delegates and other big zones were born out of
necessity. Services weren’t being provided and are now being provided. Are we moving
in this direction because it’s necessary or something that just looks good?
I don’t have a concern with combining resources. I do have a concern with being told
what to do. Having a pool to draw resources from would be nice.
Question – these meetings you’re talking about – are we being notified? Reply: US zonal
meeting – and yes we’re being notified.
How would the integration process would go? Reply from Shane – this is just initial
conversation.
The more resources we can get to share with everybody else, the better. If it takes
getting larger and a part of other zones great idea. But we need to remember to make it
so the member sitting in the homegroup can relate and feel a part of. Feels like we are
getting away from the member in the group.

After a 15-minute break we came back for our first workshop
“The importance of my homegroup” with Debra and Elizabeth
Second workshop
““CCC” Connections, Communication, Commitment”” facilitated by Shane
Third workshop
“Gratitude in Service” facilitated by Dez G and Adam H
The audio for these workshops (https://szfna.org/2021-presentations/),

Sunday, October 31
Opened with the service prayer; Traditions read
Previous minutes accepted
Attendance
In person: Sharon S, Scott M, Susan M, Greg V, Scott K, Lucy O, Lee P
Zoom: Staci H, Russ D, Linsey P, Steve P, Craig G, Holly P, Jackie G, Mikey P, BJ, Caitlin F, Vince B, Troy S,
Jennette F, BJ, Arney, Mike B

Treasurer’s report:
•
•

•

•
•

Sharon will send an updated treasurer’s report to be attached to end of minutes
We normally send everything above prudent reserve to world, but our donations have declined,
and meeting space expenses went up. Sharon doesn’t think we can maintain what the guidelines
say.
We don’t yet know what our responsibility in February is going to be. Sharon suggests not
sending everything above prudent reserve and send 1000. We can send more between zones if
we want.
Question: What is the average expense for the Executive Committee? Reply: It can go up to
$2000. We keep a prudent reserve so admin expenses and room can be paid.
Anyone opposed to what the treasurer recommends, sending $1000? No opposition.

SZF Rep
•
•

•

•
•
•

The minutes were sent out for the US Zones and February planning meeting.
We received a notice from NAWS to fill out the brief questionnaire. A couple of questions are:
Describe our zone’s relationship to the wider fellowship. List of services your zone provides.
Does anyone have any input?
Services: FD/PR, we provide assistance to the regions. Workshops in the local communities
where the zone is happening. Help with training delegates. Any NA member is welcome to
participate, we’re inclusive.
Question: When are we going to talk about the voting policy for the informal US collaboration of
zones? “Voting procedure of 80% consensus with an option of present not voting.”
Request for Lucy to include with these SZF minutes: US Zones PowerPoint October 2021 and will
resend the October US Collaboration of Zone’s Meeting’s minutes.
Lucy will ask Steve S to put this PowerPoint on our website. It is located here:
https://szfna.org/download/45/2021-minutes/790/us-zones-powerpoint-october-2021.pptx

•

The regions are asked to review the PowerPoint and minutes from the US zonal meeting and
bring your input back to the next SZF meeting about the US collaboration body’s voting
procedure.

Fellowship Development
No report

Elections/Nominations
•

Anybody opposed to Craig G for PR liaison?
No opposition. Craig is the new PR liaison for the SZF.

•

Are there any nominations for treasurer?
Sharon S. our current treasurer expressed willingness. Resume attached. Take back to your
regions: Sharon S. for Treasurer.

Next Forums
•

February 11-13 in Atlanta
o
o

o
o
o

•

The next 2 planning meetings are November 2 and November 30. Anyone is welcome to
attend.
This weekend was intended to be collaborative CAR/CAT workshop between the SZF and
SEZF, but since the CAR/CAT will be greatly reduced, it has been turned into a service
symposium. As the planning committee comes up with information, Staci will let folks
know. We don’t have any workshops planned from this zone. If you have ideas, let Staci
know. This is a work in progress.
Comment: Would like to request that the February Forum be hybrid.
Lucy will take “hybrid” equipment for February meeting.
Craig is game with doing something PR related.

Mississippi and Red River Switched…. Red River – July 2022. Mississippi – Fall 2022
o
o
o
o
o
o

Topic ideas for the forum in Red River Region
US collaboration efforts and zonal policy mentioned. And a workshop idea targeted to
local fellowship: 6th tradition.
Workshops are generally 90 min.
Us Collaboration: Staci
Outside Issues… Scott K / Craig G / BJ
Guidelines: ??? Possibly 45 minutes more on guidelines on Sunday

o
o
o

Does Red River need a PR event for that Friday?
BJ – We don’t have any manpower to be able to learn from it.
Lee: Would it be helpful if FD/PR send something to treatment centers etc. and try to
coordinate an event for Red River? Lee will do research on who to send letters to. BJ
will help with this one too. Craig up for PR training workshop before they come.

Guidelines Update
Much discussion on the guidelines.
•

•

The guidelines have been updated with a slightly different format. The only things changed were
things previously voted on by this body have been incorporated into the guidelines. The prudent
reserve was updated to 3400. The zonal rep is added for travel reimbursement.
We voted that nominees don’t need to be present when nominated or elected – this needs to
be in the guidelines.

•
•
•
•

Items for future guideline discussion
Need sentence in case a position is vacated. Does newly elected person fill a full term or
complete term of previous person? Need to add option of mugs.
Guidelines say .40 reimbursement for mileage. Should it be changed to the national standard for
reimbursement?
We are consensus-based committee. Who votes and when?
What goes back to regions for a vote?
There will be another meeting. Lee will send out meeting invite and put on website.
Those interested in helping on the guidelines: Troy, Lee, Caitlin, Staci.

•
•
•
•

More guidelines discussion.
In February, Gather Ideas on guidelines that need working on
Virtual SZF meeting April 9th for 90 min about policy. 9 Central…
July – One of the workshops is on guidelines, and possibly 45 minutes on Sunday

•
•
•

Discussion about using Slack, GroupMe or What’s App type communication tool
to cut back on so many emails when we just need to have a discussion.
No one opposed. Lucy and Lee will set up slack and get you all invited.

Meeting Room Fees Discussion
Can we talk about how much we pay for a meeting room? Right now it’s set at $300.
• We couldn’t do that here and couldn’t find a place for that price. We paid 700+. Can we give
Red River up to 750 for meeting space? Sharon will join the joint zonal meeting and try to get an
idea of how much we will contribute to the Atlanta event. BJ says they have the money.

Last time meeting space was comped cause of room block.
•
•

Question: Is this something that needs changing in guidelines? Reply: We can discuss in
guidelines meeting.
Sharon will research what appropriate amount to include in guidelines.

Alternate Zonal Delegate discussion
Do we want an Alternate ZD?
• Comment: If we approve the ZD to not get funded and they attend virtual only, someone will
need to provide equipment every time we go to a meeting. We need to look at budget and
purchase equipment (Camera, mic, projector, speaker, tripod) and who will be responsible?
• Anyone opposed to having an AZD? Only 1 - Bluegrass is opposed if its NOT a hybrid position.
•

•
•

Will this position be funded? What does funded mean? Each zonal meeting and WSC?
Reply: When we added the zonal rep to guidelines, we added 2000. If we add an alternate,
another 2000.
Question: What is the need for an AD at this time? Can we push it to the July meeting?
Reply: Staci said it’s not urgent to vote at this time. You guys have been great at stepping in.
No opposition to tabling the Alternate ZD decision. Maker of motion good with tabling it too.
o Kentuckiana, Lone Star, Volunteer, and Red River regions didn’t discuss at their regions.
o Louisiana & Tejas Bluebonnet voted present not voting
o ShowMe yes talked about it, yes in favor

Craig requested contact info for PR chairs for the regions.
Show me doesn’t have a PR chair
Tejas Bluebonnet has a combined H&I/PR and will forward to Lucy.
ILS
Lucy O
901-497-0691, recorder@szfna.org

Southern Zonal Forum Check Register
Transaction

1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
Debit Card
Debit Card
Debit Card
Debit Card
1113
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
1064
1116
1115
1119
1117
1064
1118
1114
1066
1070
1067
1068
1069
1120
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Debit Card
1072

Date
4/9/2019
5/13/2019
7/27/2019
7/27/2019
7/27/2019
7/27/2019
7/27/2019
7/27/2019
7/29/2019
7/29/2019
7/29/2019
7/29/2019
7/29/2019
8/20/2019
7/29/2019
7/29/2019
9/30/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
10/27/2019
12/14/2019
12/14/2019
12/14/2019
1/21/2020
1/26//20

Transaction Description

Cleared

Withdrawl
Amount

X
No Activity (June 11 thru July 9, 2019)
Lucy Owens (Mileage)
Voided
Stacie Henderson (Airfare)
Henry Clayton (Mileage)
Scott Kessler (Meeting Space)
Sharon Strater (Airfare)
Catlin Folwer (T-Shirts)
Clarion Hotel (Staci H - Facilitator)
Clarion Hotel (Lucy O Secretary)
Clarion Hotel (Henry C SZF Representative)
Clarion Hotel (Sharon S Appointed Treasurer)
Dyann Cantrell (Arkansas T-Shirt Seed Money)
Deposit (Regional Donations Via Check)
Registration Donations (09/16/19)
T-Shirt Sales (09/16/19)
Area Donaations Received in the Mail
Stacie Henderson (Hotel Expense)
Staci Henderson (Mileage)
Lucy Owens (Mileage)
Lucy Owens (Hotel)
Henry Clayton (Mileage)
Henry Clayton (Hotel)
Sharon Strater (Mileage)
Sharon Strater (Hotel)
Charmain D (Travel, Hotel)
Charmain D (Hotel)
Florida Regional Service Office (PR Literature) Cleared 11/26/19
Charmaine D (PR Presentation Refreshments)
Alicia Adkins (PR Presentation Office Supplies)
Voided Check
Regional and Area Donations
Group Donations, T-Shirt Sales, Registration Donations
Mailed (Regional and Group Donations)
Impression Image Works, Inc.
Lucy D - Secretary (Hotel and Travel)

$2,194.83

X

$337.60

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$483.60
$679.20
$350.00
$408.60
$300.00
$114.91
$114.91
$114.91
$114.91
$300.00

X
X
X
X
X

Deposit
Amount

$1,347.70
$460.00
$360.00
$1,333.24
$63.12
$160.00
$240.00
$74.59
$212.00
$63.12
$75.72
$100.80
$439.08
$31.56
$160.00
$21.49
$7.48
$1,400.55
$895.00
$725.00
$551.00
$242.55

Balance
$8,266.78
$10,461.61
$10,461.61
$10,124.01
$9,640.41
$8,961.21
$8,611.21
$8,202.61
$7,902.61
$7,787.70
$7,672.79
$7,557.88
$7,442.97
$7,142.97
$8,490.67
$8,950.67
$9,310.67
$10,643.91
$10,580.79
$10,420.79
$10,180.79
$10,106.20
$9,894.20
$9,831.08
$9,755.36
$9,654.56
$9,215.48
$9,183.92
$9,023.92
$9,002.43
$8,994.95
$8,994.95
$10,395.50
$11,290.50
$12,015.50
$11,464.50
$11,221.95

1076
1073
1071
1077
1078
1079
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
1200
1201
Deposi
Debit
Deposit
Deposit
1202
Deposit
Deposit

1203
Deposit
1204
1205
Deposit

1/26/2020
1/26/2020
1/26/2020

Henry C - Zonal Representative (Hotel)
Carmaine D. - (Hotel and Travel)
Joy Fields (Kentuckian RD T-Shirt Seed Money)
No Activity (March10 thru April 6, 2020)
1/26/2020 Steve Scranton (Website Host)
1/26/2020 Lone Star Region - Room Rental Reimbursement
1/26/2020 World Service Donation
4/10/2020 Registration Donations (01/26/20)
4/10/2020 Regional and Area Donations
4/10/2020 Regional Donations
4/10/2020 T-Shirt Sales From Fall Zone
4/10/2020 T-Shirt Sales (01/26/20)
6/12/2020 Lucy Owens - Reimbursement Yearly Zoom Account
Karl Barry (Dallas PR Chair) January SZF PR Presentation, letters, supplies,
6/12/2020 flyers
6/13/2020 Regional Deposits (LA Region & Volunteer Region)
6/9/2020 Check Order
7/20/2020 Check # 284 Joyce Fields Return T-Shirt Seed Funds
7/20/2020 Tejas Bluebonnet Regional Donation
7/24/2020 World Service Donation
7/28/2020 Show Me Region
10/20/2020 Living Clean-LA (140.00), LA RSC (446.89), Red River RSC (500.00)
LA RSC (497.13), Arkansa Region (588.99), Tejas BB RSC (100.00)
Lone StarRSC (500.00)
12/9/2020 World Service Donation
1/2/2021 Lone Star ($500.00) & OKLATEX NA ($200.00)
3/1/2021 California Steve Web Design - Yearly Web Hosting Fee
3/1/2021 Lucy Owens - Reimbursement Yearly Zoom Account
4/12/2021 Kentuckuana ($200.00) LARSC ($92.88) Living Clean Group ($200.00)

X
X
X

$125.35
$430.10
$300.00

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$300.00
$350.00
$5,000.00

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$192.00

$440.00
$2,438.85
$1,435.87
$165.00
$860.00
$163.76

X
X
X
X

$2,773.01

$9,700.46
$10,681.50
$10,661.50
$10,961.50
$11,061.50
$6,061.50
$6,261.50
$6,261.50
$9,034.51

$700.00

$5,000.00
$5,700.00

$981.04
$20.00
$300.00
$100.00
$5,000.00
$200.00

X
$4,034.51
$300.00
$163.76

$11,096.60
$10,666.50
$10,366.50
$10,366.50
$10,066.50
$9,716.50
$4,716.50
$5,156.50
$7,595.35
$9,031.22
$9,196.22
$10,056.22
$9,892.46

$5,236.24

Deposit
7086
7087
7089
7088
Deposit

Deposit
Debit Card
1081
1082
Depost
Deposit
Deposit
1083

Tejas Bluebonnet Regional ($200.00) Open Minded Group($100.00)
Arkansas Region ($519.02)
No Activity on July 09, 2021 Bank Statement
7/26/2021 LA RSC (105.84), Open Mind Group New Orleans (174.00),
Tejas BB Region (100.00), Lone Star Region (500.00)
8/29/2021 Staci henderson (Room Night @$70.63 & Airfare @ $330.81)
8/29/2021 Lucy Owens (Room 3-Nights @70.63=$211.63, Airfare @237.40,
Airport Parking @$18.00)
8/29/2021 Henry Clayton (Room Night $70.63 @3-Nights =211.63, Mileage 572 =
$314.60)
8/29/2021 Sharon Strater (Room Night $70.63 @3-Nights =211.63, Gas-128.76)
9/7/2021 Tejas Region ($100.00), Open Minded Group ($30.00),
LA Region ($169.09), Volunteer Region ($499.00),
Open Mind Group ($100.00)
10/4/2021 Open Mind Group ($100.00), Lone Star Region ($500.00)
10/29/2021 Hilton Hotel Meeting Space Cost Secretry
10/31/2021 Lucy Owens Travel Expenses to SZF
10/31/2021 Sharon Strater Travel Expenses to SZF Treasure
No Activity on October 09, 2021 Bank Statement
11/15/2021
11/15/2021 Mugs Funds
11/15/2021 Regiional Donations (Red River $500.00), (LA Region $426.16)
(Show Me Region $200.00)
11/15/2021 NAWS Donation

X

X
X
X

$1,311.90

$6,548.14

$879.84
$401.74

$7,427.98
$7,026.24

$467.04

$6,559.20

$526.23
$340.35

$6,032.97
$5,692.62

X
X

X
X
X
X

$892.09
$600.00

$6,584.71
$7,184.71
$6,432.07
$5,984.13
$5,483.98

$160.00
$400.00

$5,643.98
$6,043.98

$1,106.16

$7,150.14
$6,150.14

$752.64
$447.94
$500.15

$1,000.00

SERVICE RESUME
Name: Sharon L. Strater

Clean Date: August 22, 1995
Position Desired: SZF Treasurer

Group Service (List position and approximate dates served):
I have served my home groups since I got clean as GSR (Group Service Representative) GSRA (group Service Representative
Alternate) Secretary, Alternate-Secretary, Treasurer, Alternate-Treasurer,, Policy Chair.
I chair meetings and sponsor members.

Area Service (List position and approximate dates served): Dallas Area
1996
1997
1998
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

H&I Secretary
H&I Vice Chair
H&I Chair
Regional Conference Member Alternate (RCMA)
Regional Conference member (RCM)
Vice Chair
Chair
Policy Chair
Chair
Chair

Regional Service (List position and approximate dates served): Lone Star Region
1999
2000
2001

H&I Vice-Chair
H&I Chair
Policy Chair

1997-2000 Service on the Regional Convention on various sub-committees as a member and/or vice-chair.
2001- 2009 Regional BOD (Board of Directors) Representative served the following position on the board
2001 – Secretary
2002 – Assistant Treasurer – two terms
2004 – Treasurer served – two terms
2006 – Vice Chaird
2007 – Chair
2008 – Treasurer
2009 – 2014

CAC (Conversation Administrative Committee) Regional Representative
2009 – Secretary
2010 – Treasurer
2011 – Treasurer
2012 – Hotel Liaison
2013 – Chair
2014 – Hotel Liaison

2015-2017
2017- 2019
2020-2020
2021 – Present

Regional Delegate Alternate (RDA)
Regional Delegate (RD)
Appointed Regional Delegate for 2020 WSC
Regional Money-Handler

2012 to Present Multi-Zonal Service Symposium
2012 –2014 Secretary
2014 – 2016 Vice Treasure
2016 – 2019 Vice Treasurer
2019 – Present Treasurer
2019 – Present Southern zonal Forum
April –July 2019- (Appointed) Treasurer
July 2019 – Present –Treasurer
2018 – 2021
NAWS FIPT Workgroup (Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust)
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Have you failed to complete, or been removed from a service position in the last 5 years? Please Explain: No
Have you ever stolen or misappropriated funds or merchandise from NA? If yes, please explain: No
Do you regularly attend NA Meetings? Yes
Do you work with a NA sponsor? Yes
Do you have a working knowledge of the 12 Steps, and an understanding of the 12 Traditions and the Concepts
of NA Service? Yes
Are you willing to uphold and abide by the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and 12 Concepts of NA? Yes
Have you reviewed the Guidelines/By-Laws in respect to this service position? Yes
What skills or training do you have to assist you in this commitment?
I have held numerous treasury positions as you can see from my resume, I use accounting daily in my current employment position
and I now have the time and resources to fulfill this position.

Have you looked at how this commitment will impact other commitments or your personal life? No as I have
shown. I keep balance in my life today.
Do you have the time and resources necessary to complete the service position to which you may be nominated?
Please explain: Yes, I have shown this currently.
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